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UNITED ST A TES PA TENT OFFICE 
. . . 
ROBERT H. GODDAltD, OF WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, ASSIGNOR OF ONE-HALF TO 
GEORGE CROMPTON, OF WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 
. PBOPULSION OF AIRCRAFT 
Application filed June 28, 1929.' Serial No. 374,439. 
The present. invention relates to the pro-
pulsion of aircraft by means of a blast of 
gas delivered at high velocity from what is 
commonly known in the art as a rocket and 
G the object of the invention is to provide an 
· improved manner and means for utilizing the 
energy of the gas b~ast to obtain a maximum 
propelling effect for an aircraft. 
While I am aware of the fact that rockets 
10 alone have heretofore been employed for 
propelling an aircraft, with or without 
planes, all such previous attempts at air-
craft propulsion by means of rockets have 
depended solely upon the reaction of the 
15 gases ejected from the rocket for their pro-
pulsive effect. The gases ejected from a 
rocket travel at great velocity and possess 
tremendous kinetic energy, and consequently 
at ordinary low altitudes with pure rocket 
20 propulsion most of the heat energy of _the 
fuel, or charge, of the rocket is dissipated as 
kinetic energy of the ejected gases,. leav-
ing a comparatively small proportion of the 
total energy of the charge available for pro-
25 ·palling the carrier on which the rocket is 
mounted at a relatively slow speed, as com-
pared to the speed of the gases themselves. 
The present invention proposes to utilize 
to the best possible advantage the energy ()f 
30 the gas blast to obtain a maximum propul-
sive effect for the aircraft, under varying con-
ditions of operation resulting from propelling 
the aircraft at different altitudes. Briefly 
stated, the invention contemplates the utili-
afi zation of the high velocity gases to drive one 
or more turbine elements which in turn op-
erate propellers for drivin~ the plane in 
the usual manner when operatmg at relatively 
low altitudes where the air is dense. In this 
40 conversion of the energy of the gases into 
mechanical powert the velocity of the ejected 
gases is reduced to a low value and the energy 
of the gases is transferred with high ef-
ficiency to the much larger mass of air h·an-
45 dled by the propellers. The invention also 
contemplates means whereby when the air-
craft rises to higher altitudes i:q which the 
air is less dense, the energy of the gas blast 
can be used partly to drive the propellers and 
fiO partly to add to their propelling effect by the 
reaction of the gas blast itself, cl' ill other 
words by pure rocket action. And then when 
the air craft rises still higher, where the air 
would be so thin as to make. the propellers 
useless, the invention provides means whereby 55 
the turbine elements can be moved entirely out 
of the path of the gas blast, whereupon the 
aircraft is propelled entirely by the rocket 
effect. The above and other advantageous 
features of my invention will hereinafter 60 
more fully appear with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which-
Fig. 1 is a plan view of an aircraft embody-
ing my invention. · , 
Fig. 2 is a view in end elevation of e1e a5 
parts shown in Fig. 1, certain portions being 
shown in section. 
-. Fig; 3 is a view in side elevation of the 
aircraft shown in Fig. 1, on an enlarged 
scale. 70 
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary view showing de-
tails of the turbine construction on an en-
larged scale. · 
Fig. 5 is a plan view similar to Fig. 1 
showing a modification in the manner of 75 
driving the aircraft propellers. 
Like reference cha.racters ref er to like 
parts in the different figures. 
Referring first to Fig. 1, the body 1 of 
the aircraft provides suitable planes or wings 80 
2 of any desired type mounted forwardly of 
the body 1, while the rear of the body 1 
provides a nozzle 3 to which is delivered a 
blast· of gas at high velocity resulting from 
the combustion of a suitable fuel in a con- 85 
tainer or rocket 4 having its discharge end 
locaUid adjacent to the rear opening of the 
nozzle 2. It is more or less immaterial, in 
so far as the present invention is concerned, 
as to just how the blast is produced at the 90 
nozzle 3, but for purposes of illustration the 
container or rocket 4 is shown as being of 
the type shown and described in my Patent 
No. 1,102,653 issued July 7, 1914, in which 
a number of charges 5 are adapted to be gs; 
ignited within a combustion chamber 6 to 
produce a continuous blast of gas at high 
velocity through the nozzle 3. Obviously the 
r~ket 4 may utilize solid, .liquid or gaseous 
fuel for its charge, and smtable means may 100 
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be provided for replenishing the charge of. tially all of the energy of the blast gas, but 
t!ie rocl?:et in accordance with the consump- as pJ!aviously pointed out my invention fur-
tion of the fuel. · ther contemplates an arrangement whereby 
As shown in Fig. 1, the gas blast ejected the ~ount of energy that is absorbed by 
0 rearwardly from the nozzle 3, instead of di~ the turbine wheels can be varied so that the 70 
charging into the ·Open air as in the case of body 1 can be propelled through the air part-
a. rocket, impinges upon the blades 7 and 7' ly by the propeller blades 10 and 10' and 
of one or more turbirie wheels 8 and 8' ro- partly by a portion of the blast of gas act-
. tatably mounted.on parallel shafts 9 and 9' ing on the rocket principle, and this arrange-
10 equally spaced on opposite sides of the axis ment will next be described. 75 
of the nozzle 3. As best shown in Fig. 4, the As shown in Fig. 1, the shafts 9 and 9''car-
first set of vanes 7 of the wheel 8 are so rying the turbine wheels 8 and 8' are hollow 
formed as to deflect the gas blast tangential- and are adapted to rotate freely on relatively 
ly towards a set of vanes 7' on wheel 8' curved fixed supporting axles 11 and 11', the ends of 
15 'oppositely with respect to the vanes 7 so that which are nonrotatably and slidably sup- 80 
the gas ·blast impinging upon the first set ported in guides 12 supported by the body of 
of vanes 7 causes them to be moved in the the aircraft. The axles 11 and 11' are each 
direction of the arrow, whereas impingement pivotally connected at opposite ends to pairs 
. of the gases upon. the first set of vanes 7' · of divergent arms 13, the other ends of the 
20 causes movement of these vanes in the oppo- arms 13 being pivotally connected to pairs 85 
site direction, also as indicated by the arrow. of plungers 14 slidably mounted in guides 15 
As a result of driving the vanes 7 and 7' disposed above and below the axis of the noz-
in opposite directions, the turbine wheels 8 zle 3 and supported by the body of the air-
and 8' are adapted to be driven in the same craft, 15ee Fig. 3. The plungers 14 of each 
25 direction of rotation as indicated by the ar- pafr p'rovide oppositely facing :i;ac;:k teeth 14a 90 
-rows in Fig. 2. Preferably the turbine whicl:rnre in mesh with .th~ teeth of a pinion 
wheels 8 and 8' a.re provided with several '1.6 ·mounted on a shaft 17. rotatably sup-
seta of vanes or blades 7 and 7' so that the ported· by a g~de 15 between a pair of plung-
turbine wheels will operate on the multi- ers 13 so that t:urning of a shaft 17 will cause 
30 staged principle as shown in Fig. 4~ As the plungers 14 to move in opposite direc- 95 
· shown, the first set. of vanes 7' of the turbine tions. By turning the shafts· 17 in unison, 
wheel 8' are curved so as to deflect the gases the arms 12 supporting the axles· 11 and 11' 
to a second set of vanes 7 on the wheel 8, 8 may be caused to shift the turbine wheels 8 
which vanes 7 in turn serve to deflect the and 8' bodily in opposite directions w:ith re-
3.5 gases again to a second set pf vanes 7' and spect to the axis of the dischitrge nozzle 3. 
so on for the total number of stages. For By thus shifting the t~rbine wheels with re-
a given propeller speed, the number of stages spect to the nozzle 3, the degree to which 
prf:?vided is just sufficient to reduce the ve-. the blast of gas imping~ upon th~ turbine 
loc1ty of the gas to . a very lo~ value after vanes 7 and 7' can be varied. In F.1g. 2, the 
40 passmg all the stages so that by the time the turbine wheels 8 and 8' are shown m such a 
blast of gas has passed through all the stages, · position that the vanes 7 a,nd 7' receive and 
practically all of its energy will be trans- absorb the entire energy of the blast of gas 
ferred to the turbine wheels 8 and 8'. Ob- from the nozzle 3, in which case the body of 
viously, the greater the number of stages pro- the aircraft is propelled entirely by ;rotation 
45 yided by the turbine blades, the lower can of the propeller blades 10 and 10'. 
be."the pr9peller speed for the complete con- As indicated in dotted lines, ,however, the 
version of a given amount of energy of the turbine wheels 8 and 8' may ·be separated so 
gas blast. · that only a portion of· the total energy of 
In order to propel the aircraft. the wheels the blast is absor'\Jed by the vanes 7 and 7', ~o 
50 8 and 8' are each provided ~it~ propeller th~t for this position ~~·parts the aircraft is 
blades 10 and 10' arranged within the tur- driven partly by the propeller blades 10 and 
bine vanes and symmetrical about the axes 10' and partly by the reaction of a portion of 
of the shafts 9 and 9' on which the turbine the gas blast that is by r?cket action. Th~ 
. wheels are adapted to rotat~. Therefore relation between the turbme vanes 1 and 7 
55 when a bias~ of _gas is dischar~ed by th~ noz- a~d the ~ozzle 3 shown in dotted lines in Fig. 
.zle 3, the kinetic energy of tne gas will be 2 1s particularly adyantageous when operat-
converted into rotation of the propeller ing the aircraft at very . high altitudes in 






1 as an aeroplane, this: conversion df the en- to lower the efficiency of the propeller blades 
60 ergy of the ·gas being brought about with a and to increase the efficiency of the blast of . 125 
· - high efficiency, particularly when the turbine gas itself as a propelling me!1ium, tl!e speed 
wh~ls 6' and 6' operate on the mult.i-stage of the aircra-ft at such an altitude bei!1g con~ 
prihciple. In the foregoing description, it siderable in excess. of the speed possibly at-
has been assumed that the vanes 7 and 7' of tainable when utilizing the propeller blades 
65 the turbine wheels 8 and 8' absorb substan- alone to propel the craft.. . · · 130 
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Upon further separating the turbine wheels 
8 and 8' from the dotted line position of Fig. 
· 2, obviously the vanes 7 and 7' can be entirely 
inoved out of the influence of the gas blast so 
5 that there is no impingement whatever of the 
gas upon the vanes 7 and 7'. When.this con-
dition is attained, the 'aircraft Fill be pro-
pelled entirely on the rocket principle, where-
in the reaction of the gas blast alone .is so 
IO· great that it propels the aircraft. Obviously 
the entire removal of the turbine vanes 7 and 
7' from the path of the gas blast will only 
be employed when the craft has risen to such 
a high altitude that the propeller blades are 
15 rendered useless, at which altitude the air 
will offer substantially no resistance to the 
passage of the aircraft and speeds of several 
hundreds of miles per hour will be readily 
attained. 
20 In. oFder that the spaced turbine wheels 8 
and 8' will always be driven at the same speed 
so as to cause the propeller blades 10 and 10' 
to exe~t an equal thrust on the air, a speed 
equalizing chain 18 is employed as shown in 
25 Fig. 2. This chain 18 passes around gears 19 
adapted to turn with the turbine wheel shafts 
10 and also passes over and under gears 19a 
.carried at the ends of vertically movable rods 
20. Each rod 20 provides rack teeth 21 in en-
30 gagement with a pinion 16 so that should the 
turbine wheels 8 and 8' be moved apart the 
gears 19a will also be moved away from each 
other so as to hold the chain 18 tight. Thus 
the chain 18 is adapted to always cause the 
35 turbine wheels 8 and 8' to be rotated ex:actly 
the same sp~ed for obviously any tendency 
for one turbme wheel to rotate faster than 
the other one will result in the chain is driv-
ing the other wheel at the same speed. 
40 Referring now to Fig. 5, there is shown an 
arrangement in which the aircraft is adapted 
to be driven by means of propellers 22 
mounted in front of the wings 2, in accordance 
with the usual practice. Each propeller 22 is 
45 carried by a shaft 23 which extends renr-
wardly and is connected to a shaft 24 of the 
turbine wheel 25 by means of two universal 
joints 26 and a telescoping joint 27 disi)osed 
between two shaft portions 28 extending from 
50 the universal joints 26. The shaft 24 of the 
turbine wheel· 25 is rotatably mounted in 
sleeves 29 surrounding the shaft 24 and the 
sleeves 29 are pivotally secured to pairs of 
arms 30, in the same manner as the arms 12 
55 are connected to the axles 11 in Fig. 1. The 
arms 30 are adapted to be moved in unison to 
separate the turbine wheels 25 by the same ar-
rangement of plungers and pinions that is 
employed for ~oving the arms 12, so that this 
60 mechanism need not be described again 
herein. 
The turbine wheels 25 and 25' provide sets 
of vanes 31 and 31' which cooperate with the 
gas discharge nozzle 3 in substantially the 
65 same manner as do the vanes 7 and 7', the 
vanes 31 being connected at their inner pe-
riphery to the shafts 24 and 24' by means of 
wire spokes 32 so that the portions of the 
wheels 25 inside the vanes 31 offer· practically 
no air resistance. vVhen the turbine wheels 70 
25 and 25' are shifted with respect to the 
axis of the nozzle 3 to vary the driving effect, 
the telescoping joints 27 between the shaft 
portions 28 permit the axes of the shafts 24 
to be shifted without disturbing the driviug 75 
connections between the shafts 24 and the pro-
pellers 22. · . 
In bQth Figs. 1 and 5 it will be noted thLt 
the turbine wheels 8 and 8' and 25 and 2!J' 
are enclosecl around their outer peripheries 80 by annular housings 33 having a stream line 
form, so that the air resistance of the turbine 
vanes is reduced to a minimum. In Fig. 2, 
the central portions of the wheels 8 and 8' 
are occupied by the propeller blades 10 and 85 10', while in Fig. 5. the central portions of 
the wheels 25 and 25' !J,re occupied by tbc 
wire spokes 32; consequently the turbine 
wheels which constitute the prime mover of 
the aircraft off er practically no air resistance. 90 
While there is shown in the drawings cerc 
tain illustrative embodiments of my inven-
tion, it is obvious that structural details may 
be altered without departing in any way from 
tlie principles underlying my invention, o5 
namely the conversion of. the energy of a 
blast of gas travelling at high velocity into 
mechanical power, with a hig4 efficiency, in 
order to.effect the ·propulsion of an aircraft. 
I desire therefore that only such limitations 1 oo 
be imposed thereon as may come within the 
scope of the appended claims. 
I claim, 
1. In an aircraft, the combination with a. 
source of energy and means for creating a 111.i 
blast of gas traveling at high velocity from 
said source of energy, of turbine \vheels ro-
tatable on axes disposed on opposite sides of 
said gas blast with propelling vanes on both 
of said wheels disposed in the path of said 110 
gas and a series of air propeller blades dis-
posed within the vanes of each wheel. 
2. In an aircraft, the combination with a 
source of energy and means for creating a 
blast of gas traveling at high velocity from 11.3 
said source of energy, of turbine wheels ro-
tatabl~ on spaced parallel axes on opposite 
sides of said gas blast and interfitting pro-
pelling vanes on both of said turbines dis-
posed iri the path of. the propelling vanes of l~O 
said gas blast to give a multistage effect, said 
turbine wheels being in surrounding relation 
to propellers :(or driving said aircraft. 
. 3. In an aircraft, the combination with a 
source of energy and means for creating a 1~5 
blast of gas traveling at high velocity from 
said source of energy, of turbine wheels pro-
viding propelling van~s pr.ojecting into- the 
gas blast from opposite sides thereof and 
carrying air propellers wit~n the vanes and 130 
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:n;ieans for varying the degree of the impinge- for rocket/propulsion, the rocket propulsion· 
~bnt of the_gas blast on said turbine propel- impulse being large when the amount of 
lmg vanes. · energy transmitted to the blades is small and 
4. In an aircraft, the .combination with a vice versa, and the axis of the blast when the 
5 source of energy and means for creating a . blades are so disposed as to allow som~ rocket '10 
blast of gas traveling at high velocity from impulse -being substantially the same as said 
said source of energy, of turbine wheels blast' strikes the atmosphere as it was upon 
mounted on spaced parallel axes on opposite first striking the blades. . 
sides'of said gas blast providing propellirig · · 10. Jn, an aircraft, means for creating a 
10 'rnnes located in the . blast ·and. means for Ulast of 'gas at high velocity, a nozzle there· "71S 
shifting the axes of said turbine wheels where- for, a screw _propeller, turbine blades, an op- · 
by to vary the amount of energy absorbed erative connection between sai4 propeller and .. 
from· said gas blast by sa,id turbine wheels. . · said blades, and means for.i:elatively moving 
5. In an aircraft, the combination with a ·said blades with respect to said·blast for" vary- • 
15 source of energy and means for creating a ing the amount of energy transmitted to the 80 
·blast of gas traveling at high velocity from blades, the axis of the blast when any appre-
said source of energy, of . turbine · wheel9 ciable amount thereof is allowed to emerge 
mounted on spaced parallel axes on opposite from said blades bei.ng unchanged after it 
. sides of said gas blast, propellers connected leaves said blades and being substantially the 
20 to said turbine wheels .for driving said air- same as its average angular position when 85 
craft and means for shifting the axes of sa.id acting on said blades and being so dis:r;iosed 
turbine wheels to vary the degree of the im- with relation to the aircraft as tO give a 
pingement of the gas blast on propelling rocket impulse thereto. . 
·vanes carried by said wheels, whereby said ROBERT H. GODDARD •. 
25 aircraft may be propelled partly by said pr°'"' · GO 
pellers and partly by the rocket action of the · 
gas blast. · . 
6. In an aircraft, the combination with a 
plurality of turbine wheels each adapted to 
so receive a rotative force from a.common source UIS 
of propelling medium, pi'Qpellers ·driven by 
said turbine wheels and means for varyi.Iig 
the relation between i?aid wheels and the pro.-
pelling · mediUm.; of means for maintaining 
35 said. turbine wheels in synchronism under 100 
varying operati:µg conditioris. · . . · · · 
7. I!1 an aircr11:ft, the coiilbjnation with a 
plur.ahty of turpme wheels each adapted to 
receive a rotative force from a common source 
40 of propelling m~diuin consisting of. a. blast . 105 
of gas at high velocity,_ propellers'driven by 
said wheels for drivmg-.said aircraft, and· 
means for varying the degree of impingement 
· . of said gas blast upon said turbine wheels, of 
4~ means for. maintaining said turbine wheels .110 
in synchronism for different degrees of. im-
pingement of ·said gas blast. · 
8: In a prime mover of the turbine type, a· 
pair of wheels adapted to receive their pro-
50 pulsion from a gas blast travelling parillel 115 
· to and between the axes of· rotation of said 
wheels, each of said wheels prov'i<ling a set of 
vanes adapted to deflect t~e gas blast tangen-. · ( 
tially of the wheel, whereby said w}leels ar~ 
55 adapted t-0 be simultaneously driven ·in the uo 
same direction of rotation. . . . 
9. In an aircraft, means. for creating· a 
. blast. of gas at high velOcity, ~.nozzle. theretor, 
a screw propeller, turb~e blades, an operati!e · 
60 connection betwee:Q said propeller and .saJ.d . UG 
blades, and means for relatively moving said 
. blades with respect to,_said blast.for varying. 
the ainount of:. energ! transmitt.ed to the 
blades, the nozde and tlie,bla,des being So dis-· 
R5 posed that :.the ':blast act.a ~tly on, the air 130 · 
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